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Introduction

A father and his young daughter took a walk one
cool and peaceful winter 's eve.  They came to a
house and noticed a snowman standing proud
in the front yard.  As they continued along their
walk, the young girl looked up to her f;ather and
asked,  "Don't you think that gay better get some
clothes on, because he looked awfully cold? "

Erin O'brien (as told by Steve C. Martens)

Embodying energy, emotion and youthfulness,
children are a delicate and sensitive part of our
communities.  Unfortunately because of their size
and growing immune systems, when faced with
illness children tend to need special attention in
order to regain their bodies balance and health.
Therefore, developing a building and creating a
special environment for children with special needs
[and their families] to come to for treatment and
education will be an important feature within the
Fargo community.  The building[s] will need to
encompass the children's creative thoughts and

Figure I.  Child as client.   While developing a design for
healthcare errvironmehis, it is inportartt to stay in corttact
with the people we are designing i;or; children and fami-
lies.   (Source: www.fipsol.com/ adoptiowadvocates.himl)

___           __       .     __._                     i
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Intro cont'cg

ideals, sustaining a typology which will support
them, while leaming to adapt with their disabilities.

The design of the building[s] will possess a strong
relationship between form and function using
children's perceptions of place as the underlying
theme.  The goal of this center is to provide follow-
up, transitional style care for children between
infant ages on up through early teens.  It will cater
to children with special needs, where both the
child as well as the parents will need to learn and
understand adapting to a new special style of care.

The hardships a parent and child go through when a
child sustains a neurological disorder through birth
or through an illness, accident or disease are tough
enough as it is.  Then to compile the need to learn
a new way of living is an added measure that can
make it that much more complicated.  The goal of
the Center is to make this transition as smooth and
comforting as possible, providing a professional
level of care to the child which will also nurture
their sensitive, intrinsic values.

Healthcare has made a swing in the last decade to
a more visually comforting approach to providing
care for both children and adults (Harwood 1997).
For the most part, hospitals, clinics and care centers
are designing their facilities with a more friendly
approach in order to create a more appealing
environment.  The design trend has been to get
away from the cold, sterile old world buildings and
interiors of the past, to much more soothing, serene,
and friendly environments.  Still keeping the strict
policies and codes that applied in the past, the use
of warmer colors and softer material palettes have
left behind the sense of uneasiness, for a more
comforting, relaxed feel.

In the case of children, this is especially important,
as a positive impression is necessary for them to feel
comfortable in this style of environment.  Children
desire to have control over place; their perceptions
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of place, however, differ from that of an adult, so it
is important to understand these perceptions and
use them in a positive way which will enhance
their experience.  Utilizing these fimdamentals and
incorporating them into a design solution will make
the difference between an ordinary place and an
extraordinary place.

The fact that children perceive their environments
differently from adults needs to become a mainstay
within the design.  Since the goal of the building
is to encompass children, provide familiar scenes,
make them feel at home, and provide comfort and
care, it is imperative the design of the buildings
reflect these ideologies.  By utilizing the vernacular
of North Dakota residential communities, child
perceptions and scale, and modem building
technologies, all while providing a safe, aesthetic
environment for children will make this clinic a
success.

FEgure 2.  Providing appropriate and supportive environ-
ments for children and their families should be top priority

f or a designer.   (Source: www.futurofocus.net/ Of /scenar~
io2.him)
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FLgure3 & 4.  Children perceive their
errvironments in different ways.   (Source:
Fournier, MCDougal  1998)

" The essential experience derived f rom

its f;orms, spaces, colours, textures, and
scents is one of healing.  The errvirorrment
helps to strengthen the will, believed to be
essential to the process of selfhealing and
rebalancing the individual. "

Erik Asmussen

The physical environment colors our sense of
well-being, but does it play a role in healing?
Are the impact of technology and the nurturing
of loved ones so powerful that our surroundings
become less significant?  Is it possible to suggest
that everybody can remember times when
the physical environment influenced our state
of mind-the invigoration of a walk through
the woods in autumn, or the musty smell of a
dank basement?  Unfortunately, the impact of
architecture on healing is not known (Foumier,
MCDougal  1998).

We can assume, however, that the environment is
a contributing factor.  Research has demonstrated
a relationship between the quality of a spatial
experience and psychological measures of stress
and cognitive performance (Foumier, MCDougal
1998).   Since ancient times, human connections
with nature, fresh air, and sunlight have been
identified as influences on outcomes of health.

If we accept that space is an important factor
in healing, then designers should provide
supportive environments for all facets of
design-healthcare seemingly the most obvious.
If a designer can intertwine their knowledge of
design with cognitive relationships of perceived

lil
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healthy, natural environments, then in theory
that marriage would create an environment that
promotes healing.

More importantly, in the case of the Children's
Recovery Center, understanding the children's
intrinsic desire to cognitively control their sense
of place is crucial in the overall success of the
design.  Because children tend to have a different
sense of reality then adults (eidetic vision), it is
important to understand their realities and use
them in a beneficial way-specially for children
facing lifelong neurological disorders.

Figure S.  Children want corltrol over their errvironments.
They warit to feel saf a, secure and be faniliar with their
surroundings.   (Source:  oregonstate.edul research/Fea-
ture.himl)

un
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FEgure 8.  Site area showing annex.

(Source: City Of Forgo/modif led)

Zoning:

site analysis
Northwest comer of 17 I/2 Avenue North and Elm
Street in Fargo, North Dakota

The lot at present contains a large green area at the
Southeast comer with eight residences flanking the
North and Northwest edges.  These residences and
lots will need to be purchased and annexed in
order to obtain the proper square footage for the
new buildings and exterior functions.

Parcel No.          1890-19000

(amex)              1890-07800
1890-07700
1890-07600
1890-07500
1890-07400
1890-07300
1890-07200
1890-07100

Gross adjusted Lot size:

64,003.4 sf
7149.5   sf
7149.6   sf
6939.2   sf
8780.6   sf

7416   sf
7416   sf
6798   sf
6798  sf

122,450.2 sf

The site will be zoned MR-2 (Mulitple Dwelling)

The MR-2 Development district is an
overlay zoning district that permits greater
flexibility of land planning and site design than
conventional zoning districts.

•   Provides flexibility in architectural design
•   Encourages the conservation of natural features
•   Provides efficient use of public services and

improvements
•   Encourages opportunities for energy efficiency
•   Promotes attractive environments that are

compatible with surrounding environments
•   Promotes an attractive safe living environment

in residential zones

givrifr,iJul
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Setbacks:

Heights:

Building
Coverage:

Roadway
Access:

Minimum setback from abutting side or rear lot
line.

Off-street parking
Driveways
Off-Street loading
Accessory buildings
Principal buildings
Dunpsters

1 0 feet
10

10

10

15

20

Unless approved, structures my not exceed 35 feet
in height within 75 feet of any residential zoning.

Unless approved, the maximum building coverage
is 45 percent of the gross land area.

Unless approved, the principal vehicular access
must be from collector and higher classification
streets.

Open space:            At least 10 percent of the gross land area must
consist of open space.

Landscaping:           1  street tree per 35 lineal feet (local streets).
1  street tree per 50 lineal feet (collector and arterial

streets).
At least 3 plant units required per I,000 sf of lot

area.
Continuous shrubs with a minimum 3 feet buffer

width for 1 to 50 parking spaces.

(Source:  Land Developmer[t Code,  Forgo, ND)

prHng"ill
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Topography:           The site is contains minimal to no change in
elevation.  This will make the site relatively easy
to build on, however, considerations will have to
be made in the case of watershed.

Traffic:

FLgure 9.  Site showing topograpky
(Source:  personal sketch)

Elm Street, which is adjacent on the east edge, is
the only major traffic corridor.  It runs North and
South and serves as one of the cities emergency
routes.  Noise from this traffic corridor will be
minimal.

FLgure \0.  Site traffic patterns.   (Source:

personal sketch)

HiHngHnd
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site context
The site location is ideal for the Center.  The
children's awareness of their environment is an
important aspect to the design and location of the
center.  Because the site is adjacent to residential
neighborhoods, Elephant Park, and the Red River
it keeps a connection with elements familiar to a
child.  Also in connection with the site are the
VA Medical Hospital, University of North Dakota
Medical Education Center, and Elm Street, which
serves as an emergency traffic corridor that is
within minutes of Meritcare Hospital and
Broadway Clinic.

The 2.8 acre site provides sufficient room for the
center as well as proper parking and exterior
function spaces.  Also, its location utilizes both
highly visible comers along Elm Street which
provides an excellent opportunity for the center to
become a visual landmark for the North side of
Fargo.

Figure 11.  Site showing links and view cor-
ridors.   (Source: personal sketch).

HHngiJill
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Site
Opportunities:

Site
Constraints:

The most successful way to be mindful of the site
and its surounding context is to utilize aspects
of neighborhood design philosophies.  The site
will become a campus where the main building
will flank the East edge of the site and a village of
residential style suites will create a neighborhood
atmosphere.  Uniquely linked together, the campus
will incorporate the importance of nature,
daylighting and exterior green spaces to enhance
its neighborhood perceptions and values.

There are two important green spaces which
tie into the site and are located to the North
(Elephant Park) and the East (Open green space
and the Red River).  Providing a connection to
both, will give the children and their falnily's
options to traverse into the beautiful parks and
neighborhoods will also play an important role
in the healing process.  The cognitive link to
nature, familiar sites, and play are spirited values
which possess strong, emotional links to a child's
psychological well being.

The site constraints are fairly minimal.  Because
of the specific zoning type, there are limitations
to setbacks, 1andscaping, building coverage,
and roof heights.  These limitations, however, in
conjunction with the conceptual neighborhood
design style work well to the site's advantage.

prHxpxun 10
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Time
and Place:

It is a time of health and well being.  The countries
ideologies of health and wellness have shifted and
the outlook is positive.  People are watching what
they eat, exercising and becoming healthier
citizens.

Children as well are reaping the benefits of this
shift and playing as hard, if not harder than ever.
Yet, it is necessary to provide health and
wellness for children who aren't capable of
playing as hard because of neurological disorders.
As they begin their healing process, it is important
to remember that they still are children and still
have the cognitive ability to be aware of their
surroundings and play to whatever level is
possible.  Both the children and their families
going through the process of leaning, healing, and
recovery need to have all the amenities they
deserve (Ruth 2000).

F.igure \2.  Children who are well-surrounded
dy families and by caring medical staff have
quicker response time healing.   (Source: www.
early-intervention.org/)

prHurJm
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site images

Figure 13. (Source: personal photo) View looking North

Figure I 4. /So"rae.. perso#cz/ pfeo/o/                     View looking Northeast
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Figure l5. /So"rae.. perso#o/ pfeo/o/          View looking East-Northeast

Figure l6. /So#rce.. perso#o/ prfeoJo/                    View looking Northwest

umquul 13
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Figure I 7. /So"rce.. perso#cr/ pAo/o/                   View looking southwest

Figure l8. /So"rce.. perso#¢/pfeofo/     View looking south-Southwest
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F.igure 19 8. ZO. (Source:  Nesmith  1995)

"Neighborhood Style"

The Shenandoah Regional Campus provides
residential health care and therapy for victims
of traumatic head injuries (Nesmith 1995).  The
concept of the building was relatively recent
when the campus was developed, however, before
advanced technology was brought to emergency
medical care, many of the clients at Shenandoah
would not have survived their initial injuries.

Located on the site of an abandoned nineteenth-
century estate, the Shenandoah campus is a six-
building complex that includes both renovated and
new buildings.  The entire campus is wheelchair
accessible, but the facility does not resemble a
hospital environment that cushions its occupants.
Many of its patients still possess physical
capabilities, so a major part of their treatment is
releaming how to function in traditional settings
and deal with physical barriers.

Treatment and therapy functions are separated
from the living areas and the patient bedrooms
are placed into three individual houses to lessen
the buildings size and help to blend in with the
scale of the residential neighborhood.  Each of
the residences are designed to support varying
levels of support and are arranged around a
central courtyard, with backyards for recreational
activities and a formal front lawn facing the street.

quuunlunAVng_ 16



Figure21. (Source: Nesmith 1995)

Conclusions:

The campus is very characteristic to modem
residential design, perhaps neo-traditional in style
with many modem flares.

Campus contains a "Teaching Barn" which is
where patients go to releam certain everyday
activities.

The interior is very calming and warm in
appearance.  The facility caters to adults, yet it
still appears very comforting and familiar as a
residential concept.

The site is  100% wheelchair accessible.

®
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Figure 22,2,3,24. (Source:  Healthcare
Design 2003)

DrE Donald & Beret Matt
Children's Center

Puyallup, Washington

"Safe Passage"

The Children's Center is a comprehensive
medically based facility, providing
multidisciplinary services to children through
adolescents with special healthcare needs.  The
building was completed in September of 2000.
The building size is 43,500 square feet and at the
cost of S 186 per square foot, was completed for
$8,600,000 (Healthcare 2003).

The Noah's Ark metaphor responds to the
hospital's desire for a special place that captures
the imagination and spirit of those who visit
and work there; the Children's Center was built
to invite and protect the most vulnerable and to
provide "safe passage" through the most difficult
physical and mental challenges.

The metaphor of the ark is brought to life though
the innovative use of an exposed curved timber
structure and ship forms, allowing the building
to rest gently on the landscape, with vaulted and
light-filled placed within.

The site was sculpted to form "waves" around the
ark, and patterned concrete masonry on the side
and rear of the building represents the rock upon
which the ark is perched (Healthcare 2003).

HHuniill.RE!mrfu_
18
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Figure 2S & 26. (Source:  Healthcare
Design 2003)

The building is a highly functional and efficient
workplace for staff, and a non-institutional setting
designed to inspire the children and families who
use it.

Conclusions:

The building envelope tends to read "high-
tech," yet the metaphor speaks well to a child's
perceptions.

The site plays upon the metaphor and works
interactively with the building.

Inside, the building appears a little sterile and
unfriendly, yet certain parts appear to cater to a
child's fun sense of play.

The scale seems a bit too big for children.  An
important aspect to children is to create something
they can use - bring it down to their scale.

prllmulillITl"` 19
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® Figure27 & 2;8. (Source:  Healthcare
Design 2003)

Craig Hospital I
Family Housing

Englewood, Colorado

"Friendship Center"

Craig Hospital, on of the top 10 rehabilitation
hospitals in the nation, recently completed the
Family Housing project.  The new apartment-
style facility was designed with 34 accessible
units where family members of newly injured
spinal cord or brain injury patients are strongly
encouraged to be present for their loved one's
stay, to provide support and learn about the
challenges of living with a disability.

The residential-style character and design provide
a more hospitable feel during the patient's
recovery.  A Colorado theme was introduced to
provide an inviting, non-clinical fell to the entry
and public spaced.

Each apartment is spacious, light, and cheery,
with equipment and accommodations specifically
designed for the rehabilitation of patients in
wheelchairs and their families.  The comfortable,
yet functional design is key to the families and
patients as they learn to adapt to a new way of
living.

The building is a "friendship center" for patients
and fanilies.

Total building area:      57,000 square feet
Construction cost:        $167 per square foot
Total cost:                        $9,500,000

(Healthcare Design 2003)

.',!'!llxp'i    :,``ii        `,:th 20



F.igure 2;9. (Source:  Heal[hcare Design
2003)

Conclusions:

The housing is along the same lines as the
proposed Children's Center, yet the Craig Hospital
Center is geared more towards adults, therefore
scale and amenities differ some.

The idea of accessible efficiency units possesses
merit and also accommodates families.

The site is  100% wheelchair accessible.

Housing style concept works well with the
neighborhood feel, yet it also seems too
residential as it lacks aesthetic appeal.

IAuniill.xpJRE`~ 21
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Figure 30 & 31. (Source.. Nesmith  I 995)

Evergreen
Hospice Center

Kirkland, Washington

"Reflection''

Although subject to the same strict technical
requirements as a hospital, the Evergren Hospice
Center was designed to create a non-institutional
facility with the physical and spiritual comforts
of home.  The Hospice is comprised of four,
residentially scaled wings with steeply pitched
roofs.  Each patient room is expressed on the
exterior as a single dormer with double-hung
windows.

The approach to the Hospice is along a winding
pathway, and the entrance lobby resembles a
typical residential living room.  Patient rooms
are clustered so they share a "family" room and
kitchen.

The facility's "reflection room" features full-
height windows that overlook a semiprivate
garden outlined with a circle of aspen trees.  Built-
in window seats are designed to allow patients to
get as close as possible to the outdoors without
having to go outside (Nesmith 1995).

quHluniun.qung. 22
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Ffrgure 32 & S3. (Source:  Nesmith  1995)

Conclusions:

Catering towards older adults, the Hospice
still possesses many valuable features to the
neighborhood style.

The grounds are organized around a central
landscaped courtyard, which has a running strealn
and a reflecting pool.

The Hospice includes a patient hygiene room for
special care such as massage, hair washing, and
Jacuzzi bathing.

The Hospice has a very nice residential quality
to it.  Combined with the courtyard, a nice
marriage is made between the Hospice and the
neighborhood with which it resides.

HflENiftyLng 23



Acadia Hospital
Bangor, Maine

"Vernacular"

Guided by the metaphor of vernacular New
England architecture of the farmhouse, ban, and
field, this private hospital is aITanged in a campus
style with domestically scaled buildings.

The main building of the compound-the
farmhouse+accommo date s inpatient functions
including admissions, dining, and crisis
intervention.

Patient rooms are organized around back-to-back
nursing stations so that a unit can be expanded or
reduced depending on census.

The main entrance of the complex is housed in
a barn-like structure, designed as a loft space to
house the public lobby and reception area.

Conclusions:

A large scale project, yet one that is designed
around the vernacular of its surroundings.

The entrance features a gabled portico, and the
main building serves as the link between the other
three buildings.

The grounds contain a large courtyard area for
gatherings, as well as private courtyards for more
individual based enjoyment.

Figure34 & 36. /so%rce. IvesmJ.ffo J995/           !iiil#lmulnlllEIHlth_ 24
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F.igure S] & 99. (Source:  Koniske  I 999)

Children's Hospital
and Health Center

San Diego, California

"Playfu]„

This new patient wing at the Children's Hospital
affords not only the space but the opportunity to

practice a new kind of medicine, one that is sensitive
to what scares children and what helps them recover,
and one that involves the entire family in the healing

process.

Situated between two busy north-south freeways,
Children's Hospital looks like a fantasy castle
atop a mesa perch, with its red roof, a 60-foot-tall
clock tower, lively facades, and playful detailing.
Familiar residential forms and ornaments provide a

psychological comfort for children upon their arrival
(Koniske  1999).

The design utilized thirty-bed nursing sections
situated as "neighborhoods," with ten patient rooms
clustered around a nursing station designed to recall
images of home.  This compact design gives nurses
more immediate access to each child.

Conclusions:

The hospital has a fiber-optic constellation of
twinkling lights which animate the ceiling above the
nursing station.

Individual patient rooms were designed with built-
in fixtures and playful details to evoke images of
home.

Even though the scale of the hospital is grand, a

good job was done in down-scaling the interior for
children.

The color palette is fun and invigorating - very
much eye appealing for children.

25
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User Behaviors &
Expectations:

Activities &
Functions:
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Perforunnce
Expectations:
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program requirement:s
preface

In order to properly identify spaces - user
behaviors and expectations, activities and
functions, and material and performances
characteristics must be defined.  By understanding
individual room needs, a more complete design
package can be generated, which in turn minimizes
questions during the design process.

The following subcategories will be found
after each room type and can be identified and
understood as follows:

This category entails what the eventual design
is expected to communicate about users of the
Facility (Martens 2004).  What certain expectations
might need to be considered as well as when a users
first impressions might be significantly important to
an individual space and the overall success of the
building.

This category represents types of activities and
functions that will take precedent within the space.
Understanding specific spatial functions and
activities corresponding to those functions will help
communicate into the design solution in order to
make the space more successful.

Knowing before hand the specific material
requirements of a room and how the space is to
function according to performance criteria are also
important in creating a design solution.  Listing
needs in terms of electrical, plumbing and
mechanical requirements for individual rooms
alleviates future problems when final space
planning is being generated.

27
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Public Spaces

program requirements

Entrance Vestibule (8.0 x 8.0)
User behaviors & expectations:

Space needs to be inviting, comforting and playful.
Overall first impressions are made here and the
child needs not to be afraid to enter.  Ivheelchairs
will be coming through regularly so allow proper
space allocation.

Activities & functions :
Entry, exiting and waiting.

Material & performance expectations :
Interior walls and flooring need to be durable.  A
cabinet unit heater will be necessary within the
vestibule.  Doors to have automatic openers.

Gathering Space / Lobby (15.0 x 15.0)

Total square feet

64sf

225 sf
User behaviors & expectations:

This is a space for the gathering of family members
and friends as well as waiting to see your loved one
or waiting for a ride.  Keeping in mind the child
is the client, the space needs to fun yet possess an
atmosphere of home.

Activities & functions :
Waiting and conversation will be the predominate functions
occurring in this space, yet their will need to be activities for
children as well as fun places for them to sit and play.

Material & performance expectations :
Durable, playful materials and color palettes will be
important.  An entertainment niche, a telephone, and
an individual playroom scaled down for a young
child is also desired.

bB[dAlun
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Registration desk (12.0 x 8.0)
User behaviors & expectations:

This is a staff occupied space.  The desk will
function as registration for incoming patients, phone
services, and computer records.

Activities & functions :
Registering new patients, answering phone calls and record
documentation

Material & performance expectations :
Consider a thematic style desk with both upper and
lower transaction surfaces.  A computer, printer,
phone and fax will occupy the space; therefore the
need for receptacles for both phone and data will be
required-xpansion for additional staff possible.

Conference (10.0 x 12.0)
User behaviors & expectations:

Staff and families
Activities & functions :

Conference space for staff and families.  Needs the
ability to be private.

Material & performance expectations :
Professional office style with conference-style
phone and data connections.  TV and VCR also
needed, as well as a 4'x8' conference table with
chairs.  Window is desired.

Public Restroom (6.0 x 9.0 -typical of two)
User behaviors & expectations:

For use with the families who are waiting.  Not for
staff use.

Material & performance expectations :
Toilets need to be accessible.  Use tile on floors
and a wainscot of tile on walls in a playful color
scheme.

udiuRlunrty:xp 29
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Business Services and  Records

Patient Services Office (10.0 x 12.0)
User behaviors & expectations:

This is an office for one staff member.  Needs the
capability to be private.

Activities & functions :
Senior staff will occupy.  Phone and computer
work will ensue.  Light levels will need to meet

performance criteria for computer work.
Material & performance expectations :

Warm color palette with professional look.
Must have window to the outside and a door for
privacy.  Phone and data hook-ups and office style
furnishings.

Scheduling / Support Office (10.0 x 12.0)
User behaviors & expectations:

This is an office for one staff member.  Needs the
capability to be private.

Activities & functions :
Senior staff will occupy.  Phone and computer
work will ensue.  Light levels will need to meet

performance criteria for computer work.
Material & performance expectations :

Warm color palette with professional look.
Must have window to the outside and a door for
privacy.  Phone and data hook-ups and office style
furnishings.  Needs a window.

Total square feet

120 sf

120 sf

30
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Supply Storage (9.0 x 9.0)
Material & perf ;ormance expectations :

Wall mounted storage shelving, typical of 3 sides.

Meeting Room (12.0 x 18.0)
User behaviors & expectations:

Used by staff, can double as large conference if
needed.

Activities & functions :
Inter-staff meetings and Classroom.

Material & performance expectations :
Window wall preferable, VCR/TV, video screen,
data and phone terminals, can / parabolic lighting.

Building Support

81sf

216 sf

Staff Entrance Vestibule (5.0 x 7.0)
User behaviors & expectations:

Used only by staff
Activities & functions :

Linked to staff parking
Material & performance expectations :

Need cabinet unit heater, time clock, doors to be
security doors.

Staff Toilet (6.0 x 9.0)
Material & performance expectations :

Needs to be accessible with durable finishes.

PuiununH:th 32

Total square f eef

35sf
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Staff Breakroom (15.0 x 15.0)
User behaviors & expectations:

Used only by staff
Activities & functions :

Break room and lunch room
Material & performance expectations :

Need kitchenette along one wall with microwave,
fridge, and coffee maker.  3 tables with chairs and
room for vending machine.

Laundry (12.0 x 16.0)
Activities & functions :

To be used by staff for washing and folding linens
Material & performance expectations :

Durable wall finishes, commercial washer and
dryer, and proper air ventilation

Receiving Room (12.0 x 12.0)
User behaviors & expectations:

Used only by staff and shipping crews
Activities & functions :

Linked to staff parking and in close proximity
to dumpsters.  All receiving and shipping to be
contained here.

Material & performance expectations :
Durable wall finishes, small overhead door, exposed
ceiling is fine, try to keep site lines away from street

Recycling Alcove (4.0 x 9.0)
Material & performance expectations :

Need recycling bins

Supply Storage (12.0 x 18.0)
Activities & functions :

Storage of all supplies, linens, etc.
Material & performance expectations :

Durable finishes

quluRlquulxp . 33

225 sf

192 sf

144 sf

36sf

216 sf



Electrical Service / Distribution (7.0 x 9.0)
Material & performance expectations :

Durable finishes, proper electrical and data
terminals

Data / Telephone Service (7.0 x 9.0)
Material & performance expectations :

Durable finishes, proper electrical and data
teminals

Computer Server Room / Service Room (9.0 x 12.0)
Material & performance expectations :

Durable finishes, proper electrical and data
terminals

Mechanical Room (24.0 x 34.0)
Material & performance expectations :

Exposed floor and ceiling okay, ships ladder to roof
within room

quullunrm:un] . 34

63sf

63sf

108 sf

816 sf



Patient Servie©s

Patient Suites (1000+/_ sf -typical of 6)
User behaviors & expectations:

Patient rooms will consist of: patient room, staff
workspace, additional sleeping room, shared
bathroom, gathering space, kitchenette, and exterior
function space.

The patient suites need to cater to the child, using
color and material palettes consistent with that of a
residential style home and playful niches to create
interest.

The entry to the patient suite should be consistent
with a residential style entry in order to
communicate the feeling of home.

The scale of the room and the items in the room and
on the walls shall also be consistent with that of a
child and home.

Activities & functions :
This space will act as an apartment, with the
capabilities of being private, yet staff will have
24-hour access to patient sleeping room and staff
workspace.

Material & performance expectations :
The space will accommodate special needs
equipment for the patient, equipment for staff,
shared shower/toilet room, 4x8 table and chairs,
living room style seating area with entertainment
center, kitchenette, and an access to individual
patios.
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Treatment Spaces (12.0 x 20.0 -typical of 2)
User behaviors & expectations:

Used only by staff, patients, and families
Activities & functions :

This space is important in that it represents the
healing process in physical action.  Games, one on
one play, and mild treatments will take place here.
Include safe, easily cleaned furnishings, lockable
cabinets, and play equipment for active and quiet
play areas. The children need to be able to engage
in physical activities, as well as dramatic and
imaginative play.

Material & performance expectations :
Durable, safe and easily cleanable equipment,
storage cabinet both tall and short, bright-playful
colors

Outpatient therapy (12.0 x 16.0 -typical of 2)
User behaviors & expectations:

Used only by staff and patients
Activities & functions :

Used for pediatric therapists, doctor consults,
speech therapy, etc.

Material & performance expectations :
Durable finishes, bright-playful color palettes,
special needs equipment, exam table, waiting chairs,
data and phone service

Shared Playroom (16.0 x 30.0)
User behaviors & expectations:

For use by patients
Activities & functions :

Playroom use, with functions of active and private
play

Material & performance expectations :
Durable finishes, bright-playful color palettes,
special needs equipment, computer, phone, and
needs a window wall

quiullunxpim* 36

480 sf

384 sf

480 sf



Subtotal - Total Building Net SF

Departmental Crossing Factor (Net x 1.4)
Accounts f;or wall and halls within departments

Exterior Wall Multiplier (Net x 1.I)
Adds exterior walls into interior SF program

10'821 sf

15,149 sf

16,664 sf

®

Toftal  py®gram Arecg                                                                    16,664 sf

`` Buildings, too, are the children Of Earth and Sun. "

Frank Lloyd Wright
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Figure 40. (Source:  Mike Wild 2004)
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Ancillary Cohsideral:ions
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®

`` Grown-ups never understand anything

f;or themseives, and it is tiresome for
children to always andf;orever be
explaining things to them. "

Arttoine de Saiut-Exupery

External view of building
The design and material palette of the
exterior portion of the building should
reflect the vernacular of the suITounding
neighborhood and community.  Children
need to perceive the building as "home
away from home," therefore the material
and color palette needs to feel familiar
and nurturing.

Windows
Window design and placement provides
a unique aspect and function to any
building.  In the center's case, it will
be appropriate to provide windows
proportionate and consistent with that
of the `neighborhood-style concept."
Providing larger windows in spaces
where children and families will have
direct visual access helps provide focus
for conversation, as well as a place for
imagination and distraction.

Finishes
Different methodologies for floor,
ceiling and wall coverings have been
investigated and found that in the cases
of facilities where children are the
client, a warm, playful color palette
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works most effectively.  Using the
neighborhood theme in combination with
child perceptions of play and familiarity
of home is the most successful.  Also, the
finishes need to be durable and possess an
ease of maintenance.

Color
It has been proven that children possess
an intrinsic value associated with color
and mood association.  Bright colors give
children a sense of happiness, and dark
colors, in contrast, give children a sense
of sadness and discomfort.  Children tend
to consistently desire cool hues and high
saturation (Andrews 1993).

Acoustics
High noise levels are disrupting and
tend to affect a child's sleep patterns.
Therefore, keeping `back of the house'
activities away from patient suites will
enhance the patients stay.  Also, when
children are receiving one-on-one
treatment, noise tends to be disruptive
when coming from outside sources.  It is
important that noise-level reduction should
be attempted wherever necessary.

Temperature and Humidity
Temperature and humidity settings in
patient suites should be controllable by
the users.  These settings in public spaces
and staff areas should be moderated at a
normal level, yet comfortable for the child.

(Founier, MCDougal  1998)
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Michael Wild
Thesis:  Statement of lntent

August 27, 2004

Center for Children with Special Needs
Promoting a balance between health and spirit

Embodying energy, emotion and youthfulness, children are a delicate and sensitive part
of our communities.  Unfortunately because of their size and growing immune systems,
when faced with illness children tend to need special attention in order to regain their
bodies balance and health.  Therefore, developing a building and creating a special
environment for children to recover in is an important feature to the Fargo community.
The building[s] will need to encompass the children's creative thoughts and ideals,
sustaining a typology which will support and nurture their time of healing and recovery.

In order to create a building typology that derives itself from children's ideals, while also
imposing a healthy environment which supports the three thresholds of recovery, the
principle of Anthroposophy will be used as the underlying concept.  The following is an
excerpt from Gary J. Coates and Susanne Siepl-Coates's article "New Design
Technologies:  Healing Architecture, A Case Study of the Vidarkliniken," published in
the Journal of Healthcare Design, volume 8, in 1998.

" In anthroposophy, illness is not seen as afailing Of body parts, but as an

imbalance between a person's irmer and outer world; between the person's pkysical body
and the nonphysical aspects Of the body, soul, and spirit.  The goal Of anthroposophic
medicine is to reestablish this balance by engaging the patient in a conscious process Of
self healing and spiritual growth . . . "

The design of the building[s] will possess a strong importance between form and function
using children as the underlying theme.  Unique forms which will support their functions
and portray a collaboration between art and architecture, establishing a sense of place
within the corrmunity.



Center for Children ,
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Design Thesis Proposal
Michael.Wild
October 07. 2004

who is it for?
The  Center for ChjJden  wl.th Speci.aJ Needs is going to focus its care predominately to
children between the ages of 18 months up through middle-teens.  The nature of the center
is to provide transitional care for children with neurological disorders sustained through
birth, disease, illness or accidents, an environment which will not only help them recover
and rehabilitate, but also help the parents understand and learn all facets of care for their
children whom are not going to be able to provide care for themselves.   This facility will
be linked with the surrounding hospitals and offer children not directly in need of medical
attention, a "home away from home" atmosphere, where palliative care will be provided to
allow the children to regain their bodies balance and health.

In  addition  to  the  children  and  their  parents,  several  user  groups  will  need  to  be
incorporated into the buildings design and function.   Because children are such a delicate
life fom, a special staff consisting of doctors, nurses, physical therapists, volunteers and
maintenance engineers will also inhabit the building.  There will also be a need for 24-hour
staff, which is yet another element to the design of the building.

spatial elements
•  Lobby
•  Reception Area
•  Gathering Space
•   Interior Healing Garden
•  Exterior Healing Garden
•   Patient/Parent Suites
•   Staff offices & Workspaces
•   Public Toilets
•   Circulation
•   Maintenance & Mechanical Spaces

Parking

site location and impact
The  Fargo based site is located one block Southwest of the VA Hospital on Elm Street in
North Fargo.   It is situated on an a large open section of property, which blends uniquely
into the surounding neighborhood, yet because of its location adjacent to Elm Street, it is
provided  with  an  important  emergency  corridor.    The  idea  of neighborhood  plays  an
important  role  in  the  ideology  of the  center,  therefore,  placing  the  center  within  an
established neighborhood context and within close proximity of Elephant Park and the Red
River to the East, makes the site an ideal location.



The site anchors the block on the Southeast comer and because of its attractive location,
there are many possibilities for beautiful pedestrian pathways not only within the site , but
also to the neighboring parks and river.  Keeping within the residential context allows the
child to feel more at home, as well as provide a serene setting where the child can use the
benefit of nature to recover in body, mind and spirit.

design significance
In order to create a building typology that imposes a healthy environment, supports the
thresholds  of healing  and  recovery  and  maintains  a  proper balance  between  children's
social  and behavioral  tendencies,  the  main  focus  for the building will be to  lean  and
understand the psychology of children, and incorporate those elements into the design of
the building.  Providing a place of comfort adapted to children and how they relate to their
environments, will help maintain their healing process and provide the natural warmth and
security that a home would.

Since the center is related to the medical field, it will need to adhere to the professions strict
design  codes,  yet  being  a  children's  transitional  care  center  it  will  need  to  encompass
different ideals  and design criteria.   However,  since the nature of the center is to be  in
context with the surrounding neighborhoods, it will also need to appear in that context yet
with a professional stylistic approach.

getting started
a.   Definition of a research direction

Research will be a key element in understanding and designing this building.  Finding
case studies which will help support these ideas will be crucial in understanding current
trends found in recent recovery and rehabilitation centers.  Interviewing people within
the profession, as well as child psychologists will also provide important information
for the center.

b.  Design methodology
Using my desigri premise and gathering infomation through the components of written
literature, design studies and interviews, I will incolporate that knowledge into a design
solution.     By  also  receiving  advice  and  criticism  I  will  derive  a  solution  that
accompanies my concept as well as outside knowledge into a culmination of fact and
theory which will be proposed into a successful design.

c.  Documentation of the design process
Keeping documentation on all foms of research will be crucial to the success of the
design solution.  Maintaining organized folders of all the information from the various
proposed infomation gathering will hold to be invaluable when preparing the final
presentation.

rv\



d.  Schedule of workplan

week  1

week 2

week 3

week 4

week 5

week 6

week 7

week 8

week 9

October 07

October 14

October 21

October 28

Nov. 01-05

November 1 I

Nov.15-19

Nov. 29 -
Dec. 03

December 09

Thesis proposal & Student critie pref;erence slips due
Open & questioning phase

Faculty return plefierence slips to main of i ]ice
Open & questioning phase

Primary and secondary critics alinounced
Investigation & discovery

Last day of AR/LA 561 class
Investigation & discovery

Hunting & gathering

Veteran's Day Holiday
Hunting & gathering

Final week of design studio
Hunting & gathering

Closed & knowing phase (Happy birthday -have a beer!)
Assembly & review of proglani

Final thesis prograln due to primary critic
qast day of classes Dec.10)

week i o December 16   Program grade due to AREA course instmctor

week 1 1   Dec.13-17       Finalexaninations

week  1 2  Dec. 20-24       Try andrememberwhatl was doing...
Reopen & question phase (2)

week I 3  Dec. 27-31       Remembering where I was...
Begin organizing the pieces to the puzzle (design)

week I 4  Jan. 03-07        Making something outofeverything...
Let's design a building!



d.  Schedule of workplan (continued)

week 1 5  Jan.10-14        Visions ofabuilding dancing in myhead...keep itup.
(Classes begin Jan.  11)

week  1 6  Jan.17-21         No time forholiday's...keep working.
(Martin Luther King, Jr.. Holiday Jar.  17)

week 1 7  Jan. 24-28        I shouldbe close to having somethingreal|y good...

weekl8::b..3o]4- Oops,  I  probably  missed  something  important.     Wait  a
minute...I found it -no worries.

week 1 g  Feb. 07-1l        It'S my wife'S golden birthday:   Remember to buy present
and take time off since I have been so busy!

week 2o  Feb.14-18        It'S serious now!   Models, drawings, answers (hopefully).

week2i   Feb. 21-25        Keepitup...almostthere!

week 22  ie:..:i-           No time to start slacking -finishwhatyou started!

Week 23  Mar. 07-|| Mid-semester thesis reviews
Oh-oh, halfurays there...I see a light!

week 24  Mar.14-18       I haven'ttaken a springbreakyet...mightas well work!
Spring break

week 25  Mar.2l-25        Timeto startmaking things looknice.

week26Xp¥..318- Are they looking nice?  Keep going...

week 27  Apr. 4-8            oooooh...that is looking good!

week 28  Apr.11-15        Time is running out-make sure you've done everythingyou
set out to do!



d.  Schedule of workplan (continued)

week29  Apr.18-22       Get  out  the  White  glove...make  sure  to  set  aside  time  to
plot...hand it in -have a beer!

week 30 April 25
April 26-27
April 28
April 29

week31  May06

week 32  May 12
May 09- I 3
Mayl3

Thesis protects due at 4:30pm in the Memorial Union
Annual thesis exhibit in Memorial Union
Final thesis reviews
Draft of thesis document due to primary critic

Last day of classes

Final thesis document due at 4:30pm
Final examinations
Commencement at 4:00pm Fargodome

e.  Previous studio experience

2nd year   MiltYergens

spring   Vince Hatlen

3rd year     Steve Martens

spring   Mohamed Elnahas

4th year     Cindy umess, Mark Barnhouse,
Joshua Walter

spring   Danyl Booker

5th year     SteveMartens

Dwelling wall, Additive/
subtractive foms, bistro design
Prairie Green design, Pocket park
College of Business at NDSU
Intexpretive center, Airport

Experimental theater, Masonry
competition
Urban design - Downtown Fargo

Marvin Windows competition,
High-rise design
Architectural preservation for
Valley City, ND
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This  document  signifiles  (he  caps{one  Of my  architectural  degree.
Through late nighis, early mornings and lhe ()ccasional libalion wi[h

fellow schoolmates, I was able io accomplish who( I inilially sei forth
lo dti  in  1992.   During lhis period, my wife  Karl and 1 had lwo bt]ys

(Lake &  Kine)  and wilh  lheir  love anal supp()rl  1 was  able  (() achieve
my goal.

A  special  lhanks  lo  Sleve  Marlens  for  all  (he  ..Good  Things"   he

provided [o me lhroiighoul the journey...very much appreciatedl.
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